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Abstract: Here, we investigate, through parametrically optimized macroscale simulations, the field
electron emission from arrays of carbon nanotube (CNT)-coated Spindts towards the development
of an emerging class of novel vacuum electron devices. The present study builds on empirical data
gleaned from our recent experimental findings on the room temperature electron emission from large
area CNT electron sources. We determine the field emission current of the present microstructures
directly using particle in cell (PIC) software and present a new CNT cold cathode array variant which
has been geometrically optimized to provide maximal emission current density, with current densities
of up to 11.5 A/cm2 at low operational electric fields of 5.0 V/µm.
Keywords: carbon nanotube; cold cathode; field emission; electron gun

1. Introduction
In the drive towards realizing the next-generation of high performance electron emission systems
for use in vacuum devices, carbon nanotubes are coming to the fore as a noteworthy material.
They readily overcome many of the intrinsic limitations associated with incumbent and pervasive
thermionic devices, including functional issues associated with their high temperature operation and
slow temporal response [1–5]. By manufacturing via advanced chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
processes [6,7], inexpensive nanostructured cold cathode electron sources can be obtained and are
capable of improved operation relative to traditional Spindt-type arrays. Nevertheless, there remains
a significant challenge to simultaneously producing high currents and high current densities across
large areas from such nanostructured devices.
Simple consideration of the field enhancement factor alone has repeatedly proven insufficient
in optimizing the emission architecture [8,9]. Further detailed consideration of the interplay in the
emission geometry and the emission performance will likely manifest in functional enhancements and
improved manufacturability. In designing carbon nanotube (CNT) vacuum electronic devices, it is
important that such design tools take into consideration the real emission characteristics of typical CNT
cold cathodes. A truly nanometrically resolved, macroscale model would certainly be computationally
infeasible and overly time consuming in its processing. Nevertheless, there remains merit in producing
computational tools capable of approximating the emission from such multi-scalar systems.
An equivalent field emission model of CNT-coated Spindts is proposed here, which we hope will
prove to be the basis of the development of an emerging class of CNT-based vacuum electronic devices.
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We present a method to build a CNT-based cold cathode field emission model using experimental
findings. Field emission equivalent parameters are calculated by numerical fitting. For various
experimental CNT structures, we build a corresponding field emission simulator whose equivalent
parameters in a particle in cell (PIC) simulation are subsequently parametrically optimized. Optimal
architectures are therein investigated based on the suggested geometries with the present study offering
a concise means of modeling the emission characteristics from CNT-based electron gun systems for
future vacuum device development.
2. CNT Cold Cathode Simulator
During field electron emission, many thousands of tips concurrently emit with individual
tips themselves notably having multiple emission sites [10]. In the case of the former, the
unavoidable variation in CNT geometries within a particular sample induces variation within the
spatial and temporal emission characteristics. It is highly improbable that all the nanometer tips
emit to the same extent simultaneously. Thus, it is evidently critical in building a model that
accurately conveys this distinct lack of unavoidable sub-micronscale homogeneity. Most simulation
packages include integrated field emission models based on electron rich metallic and quasi-metallic
materials. Such emission is readily described by the simplified Fowler–Nordheim (FN) equation:
J = A × E × exp(−B/E), where A and B are the simplified Fowler–Nordheim constants. If A and B are
expressly obtained for an equivalent, metallic, or quasi-metallic CNT field emission system through
experimentation, we can use this to model, to modest accuracy, a variety of CNT-based emission
architectures based on intrinsically integrated empirical findings. Across a variety of measured
samples, non-linear least-squares fitting was adopted to determine A and B. In order to do this,
we firstly selected appropriate experimental models which satisfy two central conditions. Firstly,
edge effects must be reduced to an absolute minimum to best capture the emission properties of
an otherwise infinite CNT array, since edge effects dramatically adjust the emission characteristics.
Secondly, our fitted constants were extracted from experimental results from a large number of emitters
in order to give an accurate equivalent model that represents an average emission performance of a
large CNT population.
Based on the extracted coefficients, a truncated-cone carbon nanotube cold cathode was developed
as a model system, as reported in detail elsewhere [11]. Here, CNTs were grown directly on the
sidewalls of a stainless steel truncated-cone by thermal chemical vapor deposition, as illustrated in
the inset of Figure 1a. This CNT-coated cone was subsequently sandwiched between two additional
hollow stainless steel, nested, truncated-cones to form the emission cavity. The inner wall of the anode
lies parallel to the outer wall of the cathode in a coaxial structure. The cathode height was 9.8 mm.
The top and bottom radii were 8.0 mm and 8.5 mm, respectively. The total cathode area was 5.1 cm2 .
Typical emission spectra of two truncated-cone carbon nanotube cathodes, operated in diode mode,
are shown in Figure 1a [12], with all experiments suggesting a maximum emission current of 103 mA.
Applying our fitting procedure we find A = 3.41 × 10−7 A/V2 and B = 9.55 × 107 V/m. Figure 1a
shows typical experimental data and the resulting fitted emission characteristics. A good fit is noted
(R2 = 0.994). Using the extracted A and B in our PIC simulations, our models suggest an equivalent
electric field dependent emission with less than a 1% deviation between the model and the experimental
data, for all electric fields considered in this study. To confirm the validity of the approach, we applied
the extracted coefficients to a further arbitrary geometry and compared the simulation to the latterly
produced empirical findings. Figure 1b shows typical simulated and experimental emission current
density profiles as a function of anode voltage. Here, we use a 10 × 10 µm2 square emission area
consisting of nominally equivalent CNTs throughout. The planar inter-electrode gap was set to 10 µm.
We find good agreement between our simulation and experimental data with a general invariance
with the size of the inter-electrode gap in the far field. We stress that the extracted A and B coefficients
are not general parameters but rather material specific values that are characteristic of the broader
CNT family. They are specific to the CNTs under study and are intimately related to the CVD method
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Figure 1. Fitting, simulation, and experimental results. (a) Fitting and experimental current density

Figure 1. Fitting, simulation, and experimental results. (a) Fitting and experimental current density as
as a function of global electric field. Inset: Scheme depicting the truncated-Spindt carbon nanotube
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benefitting from the low voltage field emission of the CNTs coupled to the large area, highly
reproducible fabrication of the micronscale Spindts. Nevertheless, the geometry of such CNT-coated
Spindt arrays must be optimized in order to satisfy various system requirements.
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Figure 2. Single carbon nanotube (CNT)-coated Spindt field emission. (a) Surface electric field as a

Figure 2. Single carbon nanotube (CNT)-coated Spindt
field emission. (a) Surface electric field as a
(c)
function of Spindt height. Inset: single Spindt geometry.
(b) The maximum field enhancement factor
function of Spindt height. Inset: single Spindt geometry. (b) The maximum field enhancement factor
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Figure 3. Simulated CNT-coated Spindt cold cathode array.
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the electron beam becomes challenging. The maximum surface electric field was determined through
vacuum breakdown experiments of individual CNTs [19]. When the electric field on surface of CNT is
Nanomaterials 2017, 7, 13
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and (b) r1 = 0.75 µm; under high-bias (50 V), (c) r1 = 1.00 µm and (d) r1 = 1.25 µm.
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4. Discussion
In order to improve the field emission current and current density simultaneously, a CNT-coated
Spindt cold cathode has been investigated here via parametric simulation based on optimized
geometries. Although the emission is dominated by the tip of the CNT-coated Spindts in our model,
in the present study, the CNTs are experimentally realized on all Spindt surfaces given the conformity
of the catalyst physical vapor deposition and the CNT chemical vapor deposition. Our studies
suggest that the inclusion of such nano ad-layers have almost no negative effects on the electron
emission performance. Conservative by design, the present simulations produce a lower bound to the
actual emission performance of the studied multi-component, multi-scalar devices. Our simulations
also suggest that such systems give rise to increasingly diffuse beam trajectories that would likely
induce significant grid interception losses that must be taken into consideration upon system design.
One possible solution here would be to adopt a dual-array approach coupled to magnetic field steering,
though this falls outside the scope of the present study. We have successfully fabricated a dual-array
at both the macro- and micro-scales and are continuing to pursue the latter—We will report those
findings elsewhere.
5. Conclusions
Carbon nanotubes are one of the leading candidate materials for the next generation of vacuum
electronic devices. Their unique structure, growth, and electronic properties all near-ideally lend
themselves to the fabrication of otherwise novel electron gun technologies. Therein, the development
of a concise means of modeling such CNT cold cathode devices is of central importance for the
optimized design of novel electron optical systems and advanced high-energy light sources. However,
the changeable and often poorly described geometry of CNTs and ensembles based thereon make it
difficult to accurately establish suitable emission geometries upon which to base simulations. Based on
experimental data, we report here on an effective method to establish an equivalent model. Through
a fitting of experimental data, an equivalent CNT field emission model is obtained, which we find
accurately captures the emission characteristics under a variety of arbitrary cathode geometries. As the
field emission current can be gleaned directly through such studies, this method has proven accurate
compared to other more conventional field analysis methods. Based on this, a CNT-coated Spindt-like
cathode has been optimized. Emission current densities of up to 2.2 A/cm2 have been attained at
global electric fields as low as 3.5 V/µm. For global electric fields of 5 V/µm, the maximum current
density reached 11.2 A/cm2 . Based on this method, a new equivalent field emission model based
on parametrically optimized simulation results has been obtained, aiding in the design of CNT cold
cathode electron optical systems for advanced electron beam applications.
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